
MINUTES OF A VILLAGE MEETING OF BOURTON PARISH COUNCIL 
HELD IN THE VILLAGE HALL AT 7.00PM ON MONDAY 22ND JANUARY 2018 

 
PRESENT:           S Firbank, M Withers, P Williams, T Heaton, J Morgan, M Martin, A Miller, G Miller PCSO      
                               Levy 
 
APOLOGIES:     Cllr A Cattaway, Ms E Wynn 
 
ATTENDING:      6 members of the public 
 

18.41 APOLOGIES  -  As above 
 

18.42 OPEN FORUM 
               PCSO Vicky Levy reported that there had only been one reported crime since November. On 16/12/17 a power 
               washer was stolen from the Mill development site in Bridge Street.  
               A member of the public reported that a damaged car had been left for a long time by Old Pound Court. VL 
               would look into this. 
               MC asked if there had been any outcome from the accident on West Bourton Road involving a taxi. VL said  
               that a letter had been found in the abandoned vehicle which had identified the driver. 
               A member of the public raised the issue of debris on the main road being sprayed onto pavements and causing 
               danger to pedestrians and dogs. Another member of the public said that it may not just be gritting but could be  
               parts of the road surface breaking up. ACTION - It was agreed that Cllr Chapman would raise the issue 
               with Roger Bell. 
               A member of the public said that it was too early to be able to comment on any effects on car speeds in the  
               village as a result of the Zeals traffic calming works. 
               A member of the public commented that instances of dog fouling on pavements had got worse and that a child 
               had gone home following a fall into dog faeces. It was also reported that there was an excess of leaves and 
               other detritus on pavements which may be exacerbating the problem. ACTION – SF to arrange for further 
               notices to be placed around the village and the Clerk would ask P Cowell to arrange for the leaves and 
               detritus to be removed. 
               A member of the public reported that the lump of concrete near her garden wall had still not been removed 
               ACTION – Clerk to raise again with Roger Bell 
 

18.43 DECLARATIONS OF INTEREST 
               SF declared a pecuniary interest and personal interest within the Bourton Mill agenda item as he is an adjacent 
               landowner to the site. SF confirmed that he would step aside as Chair during the agenda item regarding the 
               Mill and pass the role of Chair to MW for that item. 
 

18.44 MINUTES OF THE PREVIOUS MEETING 
               The November minutes for the monthly meeting were agreed as an accurate record and were signed by the  
               Chairman. 
 

18.45 ACIONS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES 
 The Clerk to chase up P Cowell to repair the hole in the fence at the school 
 SF reported that Andrew Toms had agreed to be playground equipment checker. 

 
18.46 REPORT BY THE DISTRICT AND?OR COUNTY COUNCILLOR 

               Cllr Williams reported on the Local Government Review. As previously reported the Secretary of State was  
               minded to approve the proposed unitary proposals. He said that Christchurch were still holding out against 
               joining with Bournemouth and Poole but had not yet agreed to join with rural North Dorset. He thought that 
               the most likely outcome was for the two unitary authority solution but the decision of the S of S was still 
               awaited. Another factor may be the date of the next election planned for 2019 as the lead time for the unitary  
               solution was not known. He also said that NDDC's Issues and Options consultation period on the revised 
               Local Plan finished today (22nd January). 
 
               

18.47 PLANNING 
               No new applications submitted. 
               18.47.1        BOURTON MILL – SF HANDED CHAIR TO MW FOR THIS ITEM 
               MW asked JM to report on events in November and December. She said that there had been progress on site  
               and that the six terraced houses to the south of Factory Hill had their roof structures in place including the 
              dormer windows. The culvert has reached the stage where the concrete retaining walls are being put in place 
              and by the end of this week a half of the culvert will be completed, During this week the site in Bridge Street 



              will be cleared of vegetation which has upset some of the residents. JM has been trying to calm things 
              down. There will also be a major clean up of site as there is a marketing launch this coming weekend. The 
              contractor has applied for an extension of the road closure but it was thought that the road should be ready to 
              re-open by the end of March 2018. JM also said that the whole of the open land and IOWA areas would be 
              utilised as a flood water compensation basin and this may mean the loss of the originally proposed play area. 
              MC commented that the use of the open space area should be decided on by the community. MM queried 
              whether we would be able to use the play equipment as it was a necessary benefit for the new residents of the 
              new development. ACTION – The Clerk to contact NDDC/Environment Agency as to the position. Cllr 
              Williams will also raise the matter with Hannah Smith. TH said that if the community could not use the 
              open space then it called into question whether or not the Parish Council should take ownership of the land. 
              MW said that the PC should take a decision after finding out the position from NDDC/ EA. 
 
              18.47.3     RUGBY COTTAGE      
              MM reported that she had attended the marketing open day in December and said that no sales had yet been  
              made. She was continuing to research the position regarding heavy lorry movements along Church Track 

18.48 FINANCE 
               18.48.1       ACCOUNTS TO BE PAID 
               Mrs E Wynn                                    January wages and Expenses (20.50)                       £508.95 
               M & G Book Keeping                     Payroll change for November & December             £  42.00 
               Mrs G Overington                           NPG Printing Expenses (via Jennifer Trim)           £155.00 
                   Proposed AM, Seconded JM, Agreed by all Councillors 
             18.48.2           ACCOUNTS RECEIVED 
              None received 
             18.48.3– GRANTS AND DONATIONS – BOURTON WILDLIFE AND HABITATS GROUP 
             MC put forward the case for a donation of £350 for the Bourton Wildlife and Habitats Group to continue the 
             valuable work they were doing for the community.  
             Proposer MC, Seconder PW, with the exception of two abstainers, the rest of the Councillors approved the 
             grant. 

18.49 Neighbourhood Planning Group 
              MW reported as follows: 
              The Referendum on the Bourton Neighbourhood Plan took place on 11th January 2018. The total turnout of 
              voters was 291 ( 39% of the electorate ). This compares to a national average fo NP referenda of 32%. 
             Bourton NP is only the second NP to be passed at referndum in the North Dorset area. 
             Of those who voted, an overwhelming majority of 272 (93%) said Yes to accepting the NP. The NPG wishes to  
             thank all voters, all past members of the group and the willing band of volunteers who once again braved the 
             bad weather to deliver flyers and questionnaires, without whom the process could not have progressed so well. 
             The next thing to happen is that North Dorset's full council will be asked to ratify the NP at a meeting in 
             Durweston Village Hall at 10.00 am on Friday 26th January. I approved, the NP will become adopted by NDDC 
             as part of The Local Plan that will help determine planning applications in Bourton until 2031. 
             NDDC are reviewing their Local Plan and has asked for responses to its Issues and Options consultation paper 
             by today, The PC has  responded stating that nothing in the review should alter the policies agreed in the NP. 

18.50 New Village Hall 
              MC reported as follows for December and January: 
              On Tuesday 28th November, Bourton’s New Village Hall project hosted a second “Community Gathering”. 
              Over 70 people from the village and surrounding area, including 25 children enjoyed the fare provided by the 
              Hall team. They were able to read about the project on the material used at the first gathering. They were 
             directly informed about the project by means of a presentation. They then had the opportunity to contribute 
              ideas and comments about a new village hall in the form of a giant “mind-map”. This provides the project team 
             with more information about the wants and needs of the community and good evidence of the strength of  
             support although it is taking some time to rationalise the multitude of inputs. 
             Following discussions with the Lottery and with Dorset Community Action (DCA), a meeting of all Trustees   
             has agreed that our funding strategy must become more broadly based. This is because the Lottery is currently 
            supporting activity-based projects in preference to capital projects, although further changes are expected in 
            April. As a result, we shall also now look to pursue opportunities with those charitable funds and other sources 
            that support projects for new buildings and we shall launch a renewed request to local industry, businesses and 
            other potential benefactors as well as other fund-raising schemes and initiatives. 
            Discussion with DCA following changes of personnel and resources has re-confirmed the nature of the market  
            research they are providing under the current Lottery-funded consultation. This focuses on the wider “market”  
            for the hall beyond the immediate needs of the village. A third lottery-funded community gathering is now being 
            planned for the Spring as a report back on findings and next steps. 
            MC further commented on today's visit to the village hall at Harman's Cross which he said had provided useful 
            and insightful information. It was clear from this visit that it was very important to get the community actively 
            involved in the process from an early stage. Interestingly, their income before the new hall was about £15,000 pa 



            and they just about broke even (this is comparable to our village hall income). The new hall attracts income of 
            about £45,000 and still just about breaks even. The stated reason for this was that there were a number of design 
            requirements and constraints imposed by the Lottery fund that the hall is not the most economical. For example, 
            the ground-source heat pump that was required costs the hall £1,000 per month to run. There was also a 
            now - redundant rainwater harvesting system. The clear message is that we must be alert to operating design  
            and costs and spread the net more widely to find funding solutions rather than just rely on Lottery funds which 
            carry many restrictions. MM was concerned about the change of emphasis from the Lottery to funding revenue 
            projects rather than capital ones. MC gave examples of how other sources could be pursued and confirmed that 
            Dorset Community Action, who were assisting the project group on funding, were still optimistic about the  
            project. The new hall had an area of about 300 sq. metres and the village had 450 residents. 

18.51 Training 
             Nothing further to report except a reminder about Defibrillator training on 6th March in the village hall. 

18.52 Highways 
             JM reported that Highways England had only carried out repairs to the A303 road surface by Bourton instead 
             of the re-surfacing promised. Also, they had not given the village notice of when the works were going to take 
             place. ACTION – JM to contact Highways England and ask them to clarify matters. 
             PW reported that Andrew Cattaway had discussed the fingerpost sign at the A3081/Tinkers Lane junction and 
             they thought that this was not an action that should be dealt with by the Parish Council as it affected South 
             Somerset more. It was noted that the Clerk had been talking to Roger Bell on the matter and it was agreed that 
             this should now cease. 

18.53 Transport 
              Nothing to report. 

18.54 Footpaths 
              TH reported that there was still a proposal to put in three duck boards and posts to the worst flooded  sections 
              of Footpath 11. Graham Stanley's team would be doing it with volunteers from the Wildlife and Habitats Group 
              SF reported that himself, Andrew Gillett and Mr Hollis of New Close were to meet to discuss the footpath 
              between New Close and Mill 
              18.55           Community Safety 
              SF reported that there were ongoing efforts to dig out and clear the ditch in Millers Close and that the housing 
              association were, at last, showing some interest. 
              SF and all councillors said well done to the speed watch team for all their efforts. 

18.56 Health and Well-being 
              SF had spoken to Dr Harding at the surgery to ask if they were prepared and could cope with the increase in 
              patients expected as a result of the new developments in the village. He had confirmed that he was. Councillors 
              agreed that the village received a good service from the surgery and that it needed the community's ongoing 
              support. 

18.57 Correspondence 
               PW asked to see the letter to the Council from Mr Moorby. This was a thank you for the grant of monies to 
               the church. The letter from Simon Hoare MP was a reminder of aaaan upcoming meeting which SF and the 
               Clerk  will attend. 

18.58 Village Tent 
               SF reported that the tent had been cleaned ready to go into storage with AM. 

18.59 Any Other Business 
               AM said that he had reported holes in West Bourton Road on the Dorsetforyou website and had received a 
case 
               number. 
               MM wondered whether, in the light of work pressures on the police, it was a good use of PCSO Levy's time to 
               have to attend the PC meeting to report each month. After some discussion, the general view was that these 
               visits should continue. 

18.60 DATE OF NEXT MEETING 
                        Monday 19th February at 7.00pm 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


